Overview:
Lightning Learner is one of the first Teacher Based computerized learning systems. By taking advantage
of technology's capacity to advance many students through varying levels concurrently and effectively,
it leverages a teacher's time. Teachers are enabled to easily monitor all students' progress while at the
same time interact individually with students as needed.
System Details:
This Adaptive Learning and Routing System determines each student's current level and then
continuously adapts its instruction to that student, routing him or her into carefully sequenced
“Infobits” (2 minute concepts or data points) based on that student's level, learning style, and pace.
Students using the system follow individualized lessons under the supervision of an intelligent program
that teaches each student at his or her appropriate level. At the same time, the students are
supervised by a live teacher who monitors each student's progress and intervenes when necessary to
resolve conceptual blocks.
Students are asked questions with 4 answer alternatives as well as an “I don't know” choice. If
desired, as choices are selected, the system will remember which learning presentation is most
effective for each student, and then preferentially show those teachings to the student first.
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Explanations:
These can be images, text, audio, video, Powerpoint Presentations, or any other standard media which
can be displayed in a web browser. These different types of media explaining each concept facilitate a
student's learning of the material, by making information available in the different ways that different
people learn best.
Text:
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Images:

Video:
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Power Point Presentations:

The system permits the monitoring of all students from one color coded screen. The colors indicate at
a glance what is happening with each student, thus allowing a teacher to quickly decide who should be
helped next.
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The teacher in charge can individually summon a student to her desk for one-on-one help sessions.

Also the teacher can send individual messages to students as desired.

At the end of a lesson, a student receives 1 up to 5 stars depending upon performance during the
learning session, and the number of mistakes made while learning. But the most important point is
that each student must provably show mastery of the subject matter before he can finish a lesson.
Requiring that students complete lessons repeatedly over a space of a few months assures that the
information is retained long term.
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Benefits of the system:
For the teacher:
•
•
•
•
•

Can supervise the progress of each student individually and in real time.
The level of motivation and attention of each student becomes more constant with this system,
thus allowing a teacher to improve the quality of teaching.
Permits students to learn mandatory material more quickly, thus allowing more time for other
developmental activities.
The evaluation of students is ongoing, objective and detailed. The student is not allowed to
advance to another theme if the prior theme is not learned.
A teacher creates his own curriculum or uses one approved by the relevant educational
authority.

For the Student:
•

•
•
•
•

For students with learning difficulties, the system functions as a remedial education system.
For students who are bright and motivated, the system allows them to move forward without
limit at their own rate, without holding them back waiting for other students in the class to
catch up.
Each student learns at his own rhythm.
Each subject has various explanations using different media.
Students develop a self-confidence in their ability to learn, as each lesson, no matter how long
it takes, is learned.
The progress bar gives a student feedback so the student doesn't become impatient with his
progress in a lesson.

For Parents:
•
•
•

Parents can login and receive a report on the progress of their children.
Parents are reassured that their students are actually learning.
Parents feel good that their children are receiving individualized attention, without the
necessity of hiring a private tutor.

System Requirements:
There are two modes of operation. If the school has stable and rapid Internet, the system can be used
directly from the Internet. Otherwise, a server can be put on-site on the school's internal network.
One server needs to be installed for each 50 simultaneous students using the system. Each student
actively using the system needs a headset to listen to lessons without interfering with other students.
Student workstations need to have a browser installed with the FLASH plug-in installed (standard web
technology).
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